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Hello &
welcome to
our 2022
Summer 		
Programme.
Here is Summer!
We are excited to serve up another 11
weeks of live music, club nights, film
screenings, open house engagement
ops, workshops & more - including
residencies and musical walks in the
Ouseburn valley.
This season we see the return of some
of our historically long standing and
important events, Generator Live is
back, Women Are Mint is back, The
Late Shows are back and Baby Bushka
return after almost 4 years of disrupted plans! If you missed them the first
time, here is your chance! They are so
good we put them on twice, June 3rd
& 4th.

BABY BUSHKA / 2ND & 3RD JUNE

(THE PARTY YOU DIDN'T KNOW YOU WERE WAITING FOR - SO GOOD WE PUT THEM ON TWICE!)
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New for this season is OPEN HOUSE,
every Tuesday and some Mondays
sees an open invitation for people
to showcase what they do or create together, a kind of open studio
if you like. Every Tuesday is an open
improvisation session for everybody,
no musical experience required & its
FREE. Monday sees two open mics for
poetry & flash fiction. In the Autumn
we will be working towards more open
mics and open decks as we know this
is what you have asked for.
Check out page 21 of the paper for

updates on all of our building projects – hopefully this period will be the
height of the chaos we create to make
this place what it is - another year and
it should be sorted, we hope!
The Toilet Gallery is new, Deep Cabaret will deliver 6 events in 3 days, and
Jordan and Paddy are moving into the
back yard for a week long durational
piece of music and art, see ‘Residencies’ for more info.
Clubbing this season is all about a
return to roots, less about the big
names, much more about the diversity, the D.I.Y-ers, the do-ers, the dancers and all tickets are £10 or less in
advance. With a keen focus on carbon
footprints, we’ve managed the whole
seasons bookings without a single
flight involved. As always we do our
best to keep the club parties off social
media so what happens on the dancefloor stays on the dancefloor.
Live music has more than we can
mention in the intro, but we can fit
in here that we have been hoping to
book Dizraeli for a very long time,
he is a standout musician & we can’t
wait to see him with his band, likewise
The Langan Band - obviously we are
excited about it all!
See you soon x

THE LANGAN BAND
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WHO WE ARE

We put all sorts of events on, and we help people

to be creative by providing educational & partici-

TICKETS TO OUR EVENTS

pation events, affordable studios, use of space

and workshops. We are also currently building a

co-working space and studios for designer makers. We are very DIY, the whole place is built by

the people who run it and our programme seeks
to reflect this featuring many new, emerging,
grassroots and DIY musicians.

We are a not-for-profit, community interest company, largely run by volunteers at the moment to make it all add up.

When you buy tickets for events or drinks at the bar you

support all the costly community and cultural stuff, these

sales are vital to keep us going but we also try to make everything as affordable as possible. For many events we offer
you three choices for ticket costs so you can select what

is affordable. Due to our complicated licence and in order
to keep us sustainable we open for three seasons a year;

Spring, Summer and Autumn. Occasionally we run events in
between for important occasions like Pride, but mainly we
are closed in between seasons.

We are hidden away at the end of Boyd Street, just beyond

OUR WEEK:

Ernest bar in the Ouseburn. If you are coming down, look
for the yellow door.

OPEN-HOUSE

IMMERSIVE, INTERACTIVE EVENTS

TUES

OPEN-HOUSE

IMMERSIVE, INTERACTIVE EVENTS

WED

LEARN & DO

CREATIVE LEARNING

THURS

FRESH

NEW MUSIC / FOOD

FRI

LIVE

LIVE MUSIC / PERFORMANCE

SAT

LEARN & DO

CREATIVE LEARNING

LIVE

SATURDAY NIGHT GIGS

CLUB

LATE NIGHT PARTIES

SPECIALS

SPECIAL SUNDAY POP - UPS

SUN

CULTURE BRINGS US UNITY.
CREATIVE EXPRESSION IS IMPORTANT
FOR OUR MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING.
CULTURE IS TRANSFORMATIVE.
THE ARTS ENRICH OUR WORLD IN A
MULTITUDE OF WAYS.

J.C. Powys, The Meaning of Culture

MON

WE BELIEVE EVERYONE, EVERYWHERE
HAS A RIGHT TO CULTURE.
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Culture is the bedrock,
the final wall, against
which one leans one’s
back in a godforsaken
chaos.

Cobalt is a place for art, music, and communities.
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OPEN HOUSE //
POETRY & FLASH
FICTION OPEN MIC
WITH INKY LAB

May 9th
July 4th

7-9pm / PAYF

(Find out more about InkyLab at
www.inkylabpress.com)

OPEN HOUSE // ME
INKYLAB
LOST ME BLUE RINSE
COMMUNITY
RESIDENCY WORK- OPEN HOUSE // ME
SHOP
LOST ME BLUE RINSE
May 29th / 30th
COMMUNITY
RESIDENCY
12-4pm / FREE
PERFORMANCE
Blue Rinse is a long-running,
grassroots music performance
event, which celebrates a wide
variety of different styles, genres,
and mash-ups, from the experimental to the mainstream (often
at the same time).

May 30th

7-9pm / FREE
You are invited to enjoy the outcomes of the Blue Rinse Community worksop in a special one off
performance piece.

In its new guise, Blue Rinse attempts to integrate community
music projects that work with
diverse community groups into the The performance will be part of a
curated event featuring some of
grassroots music scene in NewNewcastle's most exciting percastle upon Tyne.
formers.
For this event, we welcome Me
Lost Me for a community residency in which she will work with
invited participants on a performance piece that will then be performed as part of a curated event
that also features some of Newcastle's most exciting performers.

This unique opportunity will be
available to all, regardless of music
experience. It cannot be stressed
enough that you don't need to
have any musical experience to
take part in these workshops +
performance.
Numbers will be limited to 8, and
places can be booked by emailing
charliebramley@gmail.com

A BRAND
NEW
SERIES

EVERY TUESDAY
FROM 7PM

Take part, have a go or just watch others do
their thing – whatever you feel comfortable
with. This is a new idea and for our Summer
season we will be running open improv sessions every Tuesday and a few events on
Mondays. If it takes off and we can build a
regular community these events will increase
in Autumn! Send us your ideas, requests &
come and take part...

ME LOST ME

WHAT IS OPEN HOUSE?

Open House is an invitation
to all to come & participate
in a series of open-mic, open
decks, open improv
opportunities in a friendly,
non-judgemental environment intended to support
your creative selves!

Non-participatory audience welcome too.

OPEN HOUSE // PLAY
7-9PM / FREE OR PAYF
An open invitation to absolutely everybody, musicians and definitely non-musicians, to join in the creation of spontaneous sound in a spirit of community,
curiosity and play. Come regularly or
pop in for a one-off session of improvised music, rhythm and voice.
If you have an instrument, or anything
you'd like to make a noise with, bring
it – if not, then just bring yourself. The
sessions will be led by musicians and require no previous experience. Let's play
and make some noise!

APRIL

26

MAY

3/10/17/24/31

JUNE

7/14/21/28

JULY

5

TUES - OPEN HOUSE

MON - OPEN HOUSE

Local indie press InkyLab host
an open mic night of poetry and
flash fiction. No themes, no holds
barred, anything you've got bring
it along on the night.
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BORN LIPPY: POETRY
WRITING WORKSHOP
WITH ALISON CARR
May 11th

4-6PM / £5 Workshop
/£10 WS + Main Event
Black Bullets in the Sweet Jar poetry writing workshop with Alison Carr,
A poetry-workshop with Bishop Auckland
writer Alison Carr, exploring some of the
themes in her forthcoming collection –
lost pleasures, ageing, and the long fall
from childhood’s innocent Paradise.
Write a poem in the workshop and you
could get the opportunity to perform later
that evening at Born Lippy.

27

MAY

4/18

JUNE

1/15/29

LIFE DRAWING

JULY

April 27th, May 4th/
18th, June 1st
/15th/29th, July 6th

6

6-9PM / £7 ADV
Chilled life drawing in a very relaxed environment. Gentle music, colourful lighting
with a fully licensed bar & hot drinks. No
judgement; no pressure, no teacher - just
drawings. We hope to have an array of
different models taking inspiration from
classic art, yoga, contemporary dance and
covering a variety of age groups, physiques
and skin colours.
You will need pens/ chalk/ pencils etc and
a sketchbook (we also provide scrap paper
and drawing boards. Pre-booking is reccomended.

L.A.D’S (LADIES & DECKS)

May 25th / June 22nd

6-9PM / FREE or PAYF
Open decks and social hosted by Annie
Marron – a L.A.D’s event.

June 8th
4-6PM / £5 Workshop
/£10 WS + Main Event

Starts with a writing workshop first followed by the event, come to either on
their own or make a night of it and come
to both!

BORN LIPPY PRESENTS:
THICK RICHARD
June 8th

May 11th

Born Lippy presents Thick Richard He's
been pedalling his potty-mouthed poems
at festivals & clubs up and down the
land since 1999. His cynical, lyrical, jetblack humour, intelligent wordplay, wellcrafted verse, and well-targeted comic
attacks have earned him much respect
from artists and audiences from Edinburgh to Glastonbury. He has supported
Kae Tempest, The Fall, Jerry Sadowitz,
John Hegley, & Frank Sidebottom. Thick
Richard and performed on BBC 6 Music.
He had a sell-out tour of his solo show
“Swear School and has two poetry collections published with Flapjack Press,
"Vaudavillian" & "Read Em and Weep".  

Join us for an inspiring evening of poetry and performance specially curated
by Poet in the City Producers, a group
of talented Newcastle-based young
creatives producing events, provoking
discussions, and driving campaigns to
ensure young people have a stake in the
future of poetry in the North-East. We’ll
be celebrating and showcasing the work
of local feminists - stay tuned for line up
announcements!
Headlined by Kay Greyson – A Newcastle Native, she’s one of the UK’s most
exciting rising stars. She fuses modern
hip-hop with the skills of the golden era
to write songs with strong messages. Her
performances have spanned from The
North Music Festival to The Royal Albert
Hall and she was awarded Newcomer of
the Year 2019 by the Journal Culture
Awards.
  
Plus their monthly open mic poetry slam,
got a new peon or some rap bars you
want to share? This is a friendly, welcoming slot open to all regardless of previous
experience. Winner gets a paid set at the
next Born Lippy. To enter email bornlippywordy@gmail.com or send a DM to o FB:
@bornlippyne or Insta: @bornlippyne

7-11PM / £6 Adv/ £7 OTD

"I like a bit of fun, but this is ridiculous...
Stu-fucking-pendous!" John Cooper
Clarke (Poet)
Plus their monthly open mic poetry slam,
got a new poem or some rap bars you
want to share? This is a friendly, welcom-

Come and meet other like-minded women
who love music and are already DJ-ing or
would like to learn for chatting, mixing,
sharing notes and generally addressing
the lack of women (or those identifying as
women) on the decks in this city.

KAY GREYSON

“Thick Richard’s poems remind you of things
you’d forgotten were true. His words are rattling and brilliant and shoot life back at you in
all its futility and chaos and wonder.”
Kae Tempest - Poet

Come and take part in an informal poetry
writing workshop led by the founder of
Born Lippy, Donald Jenkins.

BORN LIPPY & POET IN THE
CITY PRESENTS
7-11PM / £6 Adv/ £7 OTD

-ing slot open to all regardless of previous
experience. Winner gets a paid set at the next
Born Lippy. To enter email bornlippywordy@
gmail.com or send a DM to o FB: @bornlippyne
or Insta: @bornlippyne

Bring Vinyl or USB stick if you have it, and
if you don’t just bring yourselves.

L.A.D.S (LADIES & DECKS)

WEDNESDAY - LEARN & DO

CREATIVE LEARNING &
DOING EVENTS EVERY
WEDNESDAY

BORN LIPPY: POETRY
WRITING WORKSHOP
WITH DONALD JENKINS
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L.A.D.S (LADIES & DECKS)
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New brews of gracefully strange
guitar led arrangements and
from psychedelic vanguards
and misfit maestros of Bristol's
BLOOM music collective, The
Brackish.

Both saxophonists, composers
and improvisers, both working with electronics to add
layers and texture. Faye also
brings the clarinet and Jason
works with a custom built heart
monitor/midi controller which
controls the beat... as Jason's
heart rate goes up, so does the
tempo.

Don Kipper create an explosive
rhythm & a powerful sound
drawing from modern electronic
Romani club music and bonedeep rural folk traditions. Together, their unique sound has
become both a blazing homage to the folk cultures they
love, and a fresh take on global
dance music. A most unusual
Thursday night!

May 26th
DEEP POPE + GARNER & POPE
An adventurous night of playful
collaboration and improvisations
with powerful Tyneside bassist
John Pope in both halves.
One half with mercurial virtuoso violinist John Garner, the
other with Steve Lewis of Deep
Cabaret in a neverheardbefore
– world premiere brand new
colab.
Expect a myriad of musical
traditions and a mix of Asemic
songs about lichen, alveoli and
ancestral mathematics.

DON KIPPER

No Fresh this Thursday as its
an extra special weekend we
made an extra special decision to present an extra Baby
Bushka. We’ve been waiting for
these ladies to come back from
California for a very long time,
over 2 hours of unadultered
joyful dance, theatre, costume
and musically spot on Kate
Bush Songs. Don’t miss it!

Music inspired by Japanese folk dance, free jazz, tribal
African music and psychedelic music from Yama Warashi, which means 'small childlike mountain spirit'.

June 9th
THAT LONG MOONLESS CHASE
+ WILD CINEMA
A trance-like journey through
a night of experimental film
accompanied by scored and
improved music.
Expect a mash up of sinister
folk horror and fantastical
mythical imagery in the surreal
audio visual performance from
animator Noriko Okaku and musician Helen Papaioannou whilst
Wild Cinema is an experimental project from Felt Beak
(est. 2011) making improvised
scores to new and unseen film.
For anyone wishing to co-score
a video microphones and some
Casio keyboards will be available; anyone wishing to have a
film scored live (max. 5 mins)
please send in advance to
militantseed@hotmail.com

NOTE: FOOD ONLY GUARANTEED WITH
ADVANCED TICKETS!

June 30th
MT. MISERY +
MEMPHIS GERALD

‘A vibrant slice of hemisphere-straddling maximalist
pop’

Jemima Thewes & Tim Lane create an enveloping and
deeply textured fusion of dark songs and bright, deep
rhythms with musical roots inspired by the folk ballad
tradition and layered with grit, tenderness, mischief,
humour and wisdom. Cloud-hopping between tales &
tunes to warm your soul.

Warm melodies, West Coast
emotional pop and brand-new
talent from Hartlepool lads
Mt Misery mixed with locally
penned Americana via Scotlands folk and indie scene from
Memphis Gerald.

MT MISERY

Two artists working at the forefront of radical and nuanced
jazz present their new solo
music.

June 16th
YAMA WARASHI + JEMIMA THEWES & TIM LANE

JULY

July 7th
LARA JONES + ECHO JULIET

June 23rd
WOJCIECH RUSIN + EMERGENCE COLLECTIVE
+ TIM SHAW
Composer & audio visual artis Wojciech Rusin draws
inspiration from alchemical and gnostic texts, early
renaissance choral music and Eastern European mythology.
Acoustic improvisation ensemble Emergence Collective with special guest John Pope build spontaneous
minimalist structures that gradually morph to generate a hypnotic kaleidoscope of sound that is completely unique to every performance.

High energy pulsating electronics, meditative dream-like
soundscapes, solo saxophone,
live processing and field recordings build structures and stories in work from rising talent
Lara Jones. Classically trained
percussionist, DJ, producer &
music industry pioneer, musical
curator & activist Echo Juliet
aka Emily Jones blends global
percussion with soulful electronica.

Tim shaw works technologically with field recordings,
electronics, modular synths and more to create intricate listening environments.

STATE OF SATTA

WOJCIECH RUSIN

Both new to Newcastle, both
with fresh, exciting material.
7 piece dub & reggae collective
State of Satta fuse the rhythms
of one-drop and steppas with
bone shaking bass lines and
resonant vocals to create a distinct groove driven sound.

June 2nd
NO FRESH THIS WEEK // BABY
BUSHKA INSTEAD!!
£13/15/17

LARA JONES

A great big night of music with
two very accomplished &
wonderfully different big bands!

JUNE

EMERGENCE COLLECTIVE

May 5th
JASON SHARP +
FAYE MCCALMAN

JASON SHARP

FAYE MACCALMAN

MAY

THURSDAY - FRESH

THURSDAY - FRESH

Spiritual daughters of Erykah
Badu & Oumou Sangre. Afrofuturists making electro soul with
rich vocals. Vocalist, producer
and multi instrumentalist Fehdah is on the frontline of an
emerging Irish hip-hop and
electronic music scene, Georgia May was born and raised in
Newcastle and is heavily influenced by 90’s hip hop.

May 19th
STATE OF SATTA + DON KIPPER

YAMA WARASHI

Lucy Adlington brings drone
laden polyrhythms mixed with
field recordings and a unique
playing style to create otherworldly sound collages and
soundscapes to the mix.

NEW MUSIC / FOOD / BOARD
GAMES EVERY THURSDAY 7-10PM

April 28th
FEHDAH + GEORGIA MAY
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May 12th
THE BRACKISH + LUCY
ADLINGTON

h
s
e
r
F
APRIL
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April 29th
VIPERTIME + KNATS

8PM-2AM / FREE
Three distinct happenings in one
great evening.

£5,7,9
Born out of the snake pit of LS6
parties Vipertime draw from the
depths of spiritual jazz and post
punk to create dance floor jazz.
“They harness the sweatiness,
chaos and the musical nous of
the legendary Leeds nightlife
and replicate it with undeniably
gripping swagger” - Jazz Revelations
Opened by Knats, home brewed
Tyneside jazz with a fast-growing reputation and following to
match.

MAY
May 6th
PENYA + KUSHT + DJ SANTA
LETICIA
£8,10,12
A good gig for musical journeys
Penya play ancestral rhythms
and chants with a particular
penchant for Afro-Cuban music
galvanised by periods spent
living in Havana.
Kusht, also taking inspiration from global beats & tribal
rhythms brings a fusion of
psychedelic groove.
DJ Santa Leticia spins old and
new music from dreamy lands
where the sun shines brightly.

Shunyata present improvised performance piece every 15 minutes
from 7-9pm inviting a member of
the audience to join their thoughtful sound making. This will be followed by a conceptual silent disco,
three completely contrasting DJ’ s
offering unexpected moments of
escape chosen by you from moment to moment.
The venue itself will be adorned
with artists projections, small and
large.

LIVE MUSIC EVERY FRIDAY
NIGHT FROM 8PM

May 20th
WOMAN ARE MINT FESTIVAL:
CEITIDH MAC + AK PATTERSON + GOOD HABITS + LADY
NADE
A festival that challenges the status quo of male-dominated festival
line-ups and celebrates the voices
of women...Women Are Mint is
back!

Hard to pigeon hole, unhinged and
musically extravagant. The Langan
Band play infectious, pounding
groves, sing-along punch the air
songs all the way to intricately
arranged instrumentals. Infamous
across the UK they haven’t played
Newcastle nearly enough and we
have been hoping that they can
cast their spell here for quite a
while.

A fiercely beautiful hybrid of hip-hop, folk and grime, it is music to make
sense of an insane world.
His unswerving devotion to pushing the boundaries of lyricism and musical form has earned him a bona fide cult status among those who know,
and the raw honesty and humour he brings to his writings on his own
mental health, sexuality and the liberation of the human spirit has drawn
people together of all shades and ages around his work.
With tales of madness and collapse, struggle and redemption all told with
searing honesty, surreal humour and a soundtrack unlike anything you’ve
heard, this is a night not to be missed. Every show is a journey, from
intensely heartfelt to all-out rave.

DIZRAELI

June 24th
GENERATOR LIVE
£13+
Generator Live is a brand new music
festival, celebrating and exclusively
showcasing North East talent.
Fringe events in the week prior will
span grassroots and independent
venues in both the Ouseburn Valley and the heart of Newcastle City
Centre, with stages curated by the
hottest North East based promoters
and collectives.
Learn more and get tickets at
generatorlive.org.uk

Supported by two local collectives
of hard-hitting folkies and top musicians guaranteed to truly shake
your bones from the offset.

£8,10,12

June 17th
MANU LOUIS + BRADFIELD

Riffs, drones, folk & jazz influences,
woven words of mashed up lyrics,
layers and Celtic frequencies.

£7,9,11

Deep Cabaret emerged fully
formed form the intertidal mudflats
and cowbelly quicksands of Morecombe Bay. Their noir drenched
songs incorporate hurdies, bagpipes, throat singing, cello, bass
clarinet and drums.

A most unexpected Friday night...
Fasten your seatbelt and enter
the vortex of two wildly quirky
performers. One-man avant-garde
composer and impromptu discotheque Manu Louis travels with an
arsenal of electronic instruments
and projections. He creates provocative juxtapositions that vary
from dissident chanson Francaise
to avant guard composer, new
beat, old hits, art pop and hard
bob.

LADY NADE

Brad field wrestles with acoustic -

July 1st
DIZRAELI + SQUARMS
Poet, producer, firestarter, songwriter-MC, multi-instrumentalist-raconteur... Dizraeli is a genre of his own.

Those that came last time know
the magic they bestowed upon us
for the evening. To start the evening, we have invited some of our
favourite local celebs to give you
their very own take on some Kate
Bush classics.

Virtuosic flare, punk abandonment
and the driving, pounding sounds
of Celtic, Gypsy Swing, Roma and
Flamenco. This is a whirling twirling, feet first, knees up kind of a
night.

JULY
£7,9,11

A massive, kitschy, fancy-dress
celebration of all things Kate Bush.
Baby Bushka are the cover band of
your dreams, an eight-piece female
DIY collective all the way from San
Diego. Expect irresistible 4 part
harmonies, outfits galore, theatre
and epic choreographed dancing.

£10,12,14

Kicking off the festival is Bristolian
folk Americana songwriter Lady
Nade, followed by story telling altfolk duo Good Habits. Later in the
evening is AK Patterson, a multi-instrumentalist who's magnetic force,
and unique vocal style has earned
her the title ‘a women possessed’.
The night ends with local hero
Ceitidh Mac, a cellist and vocalist
who's transformative sound puts
a progressive twist on the alt.folk
genre.

and electronic air streams to produce krautrock beats, sampled
vocals and minimal glitchy parts,
whist triggering the kitschiest of live
visuals.

£13,15,17

June 10th
THE LANGAN BAND +
LE CAFE PARISIAN + LITTLE
BIG BLUE

May 27th
DEEP CABARET +
NORTHERING

DEEP CABARET

June 3rd
BABY BUSHKA + A LOAD OF
LOCAL HEROES

Dig out your leotard, done your
flowing robes, backcomb your hair.
LETS GET BUSHY.

£10/23

Playing with contrast, context,
tenderness and darkness, Northering deftly weave together drones,
samples, vocals and finger knitted
guitar." A mesmerising marriage of
words, harmony and sonic adventure’’ - Narc Magazine

JUNE
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MANU LOUIS

July 8th
SIZZLING SUMMER PARTY WITH DILUTEY JUICE + HOTSTEPPAS
& DUB PRINCESS + SUNGOAT
£10,12,14
To close out on our summer season of live shows we bring you a massive
triple bill of wonder, get on board for a rollercoaster of joy filled fun.
8 piece Hotsteppas bring you a full set of immersive reggae, ska, dub
and afrobeat with sweet husky vocals & collaborative song writing from
Dub Princess.
If the prodigy and the vengaboys had a child and raised it in a croft on
the Outer Hebrides she would have made music like Sungoat. A fusion of
trad Scottish and Irish folk and intense oldschool hardcore with a sublime dance troupe, elegant ribbon dancing and neo-ceilidh routines. Truly
unique, must be seen to be believed.
Lately, the toons favourite afrobeat boys Dilutey Juice. Prepare for a fullon brass afrobeat smack in the face and a kick up that arse that will have
you bouncing of the ceiling and begging for more. Load up on pre show
energy and hit the dance floor ready for a party.

FRIDAY -LIVE

FRIDAY - LIVE

i
r
LFive

May 13th
'ESCAPE' @ THE LATE SHOWS

APRIL
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SATURDAY
LEARN & DO
APRIL
April 30th, May 7th, June
11th & June 18th
LIFEDRAWING & IMPROVISED LIVE MUSIC WITH
LINDSAY HANNON & MARTIN DOUGLAS
2-4PM / £11,13,15

May 21st
WOMEN ARE MINT

music and deep ecology stories
from Malcom Green that will seduce you into falling in love with the
world.

3-8PM / CHECK WAM
WEBSITE FOR PRICING

‘’What it takes to reverse global
warming is one person after another remembering who we truly
are’’ Paul Hawken: Drawdown

A festival that challenges the status
quo of male-dominated festival lineups, and celebrates the voices of
women...Women Are Mint is back!

Tickets are limited to 10 per walk

Day two brings you a full day of
workshops held at Cobalt Studios,
starting with a panel on Intersectional Feminism and Creating
Safe Spaces, featuring Hannabiell
Saunders (she/her), Elle Chante
(she/her) and Martha Hill (they/she)
amongst others. This will be followed by a zine making workshop
lead by Melody Sproates (they/
them) who will help us collate the
information discussed into a useful
tool for promoters and venues.
Later on, Kay Greyson (she/her) will
be leading a songwriting workshop,
where she will share her process as
well as exercises to make songwriting easier for beginners and offer
a new perspective to the experienced.
(These workshops require a £5
deposit).

May 28th / June
25th
POP-UP CHOIR WITH LINDSEY
HANNON
2-4PM / £7 OR PAYF

ELLE CHANTE

MAY
May 14th
SOUND PAINTING WORKSHOP WITH CHRIS
BARTHOLOMEW
2-4PM / PAYF
Come and learn Sound painting with Chris Bartholomew.
Its a gestural language for leading group improvisation. In this
2 hour workshop we’ll cover the basics of Soundpainting, it’s
history and how it can become a valuable part of collaborative
music making.
Suitable for all musicians, 14+

Pop up choir, all ages welcome ,
absolutely no experience needed
for an afternoon of shared singing,
body percussion and uplifting voice
work. Basically, boost your serotonin with musical good times & vocal
resonance!
Expect anything from gospel to
British folk or pop. 2-4pm includes
break, the environment is relaxed
with a fully stocked bar of hot
drinks, soft drinks and alcohol.
We can put you in touch with choir
leader Lindsey if you want to know
more.

May 28th
BEWILDER
11am / 1.30pm / 4pm
£10,12,14
BeWILDer is a transformative,
immersive, music and story filled,
walk-through the Ouseburn Valley .
Inspired by climate emergency, beWILDer is an intimate, site-specific
performance that will transform
your experience of the land and
deepen your experience of your
place in the inter-connected ecosystem we are all a part of. The
walk is a coupling of Deep Cabaret

beWILDer is not a fully accessible
event, however Deep Cabaret also
play in our venue May 27th which
is fully accsable and we can offer a
free carers ticket for anybody with
accessibility issues. Please come
prepared for an urban valley walk
encompassing some steep paths
and a few off path stopping points.
You will be walking for an hour on
paths and uneven ground in unpredictable weather. Walking boots or
sturdy shoes are recommended, as
are waterproofs. The walk will happen in all weathers unless extreme
weather threatens our safety!

APRIL
April 30TH
FALLING SPARKS WITH SHUNYATA IMPROVISATION GROUP
AND JOHANN WLIGHT
7-10PM / £7,9,11
Immersive audio visual experience,
a very special event with Johann
Wlight the subtle, naturalistic drone
artist and filmmaker who is returning to Newcastle to collaborate with
the Shunyata Improvisation Group
again.

10pm / £15
The Saturday of Women Are Mint
Festival brings you a full night of
MINT WOMEN (of course) playing
MINT TUNES.

JUNE

2-4PM / £9,11,13
EVA LAZARUS

Flaneurs, observers, casual creatives?

JULY
July 2nd & 9th
LIFE DRAWING & IMPROVISED
LIVE MUSIC WITH MARK INSLEY & ARIAN STARFIELD
2-4PM / £11,13,15
A relaxed sat afternoon life drawing
and gorgeous live improvised music
session. Mark and Arian create a
warm and relaxed atmosphere by
combining folk melodies with gentle, ambient sounds.  

LIVE MUSIC / SATURDAY NIGHTS

June 25th
FILM SCREENING - THE
KICK, THE SNARE, THE
HAT & A CLAP
£5 OTD (Price
includes entry
to club night)

June 4th
CAFÉ CHARCOAL //LIFE
DRAWING

An afternoon of artist led playful experimental life drawing with
focussed perspectives, dramatic
lighting, old time music & a cabaret
energy that will get your ideas rollin’
and your pencils scratchin‘!”

t
a
S
Live

May 21st
WOMEN ARE MINT

Kicking off the night is Cumbrian
DJ Naomi Carole, who's rhythmically diverse fuse ancestral elements
with electronic bass music. Next
up is Newcastle's own Coalescence
Sound System, running positive,
uplifting dub with heavyweight
baselines to get you stepping!
After this is the unreal Eva Lazarus
who's musical flavours span across
genres from Reggae to Hip Hop
to Jungle. Last on are the amazing
Mina and Bryte! Returning to Cobalt they connect the dots between
gqom, funky, afrohouse and amapiano resulting in upbeat, infectious
club ready bangers.
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WATER FROM YOUR EYES

MAY
May 7th
WATER FROM YOUR EYES
7.30-10PM /
£10 ADV - £13 OTD
There’s no perfect way to describe
Water From Your Eyes, the New
York duo composed of Nate Amos
(he/him) and Rachel Brown (they/
them). They have developed a
clear-eyed approach to forwardthinking dance music that combines austerity and satire, abrasion
and charm in a package that is
consistently innovative and unlike anything being made by their
contemporaries in the Brooklyn DIY
scene or outside of it.

Expected coloured light, candles,
informality, a series of ambient
soundscapes.

STRICTLY SMOKIN' BIG BAND

May 28th
PET DEATHS
7PM / £8
Pet deaths is London-based duo
Graeme Martin and Liam Karima,
who blend enchanting, ethereal
concepts with poetic meter and
hypnotic melodies to form exquisite, melancholic, celestial post-folk.

The Kick, The Snare, The Hat
& A Clap is an independent
documentary by artist & film
maker Susie Davies, which
tells the story of the 1990s
warehouse party scene in
and around the Ouseburn
Valley. It features interviews
with the organisers, archive
footage and an original
soundtrack.

JULY

July 2nd
LES FRERES FRANGIPANE BEYOND BAKEWELL!

7PM / £8,10,12
An evening of French chanson
and British humour.
Jules and Jim Frangipane are
Geordie francophiles who perform songs in French by Georges
Brassens, Charles Trenet, Boby
Lapointe and others, interspersed
with explanations and stories in
more or less fluent English. After
their long lockdown lay-off, they're
back in the Newcastle limelight
with some songs new to their repertoire - and lots of old favourites.

The screening is followed
by a night of old/new skool
warehouse sounds of underground Acid, Rave & Techno
with TokyoACIDCRU Live &
DJ set (90s Warehouse Set),
Paul Smyth Mick Hedley.
Come early and catch both
events for £5.

JUNE
June 18th
STRICTLY SMOKIN' BIG BAND
WITH ALICE GRACE
7PM / £13 SEATED
£10 STANDING
Strictly Smokin' Big Band are
tipped as one of the UKs top jazz
ensmbles. With two albums off
the press in the last year Strictly
Smokin' return for an informal
evening of big band music featuring vocalist Alice Grace.
Expect music from their Harlem
'58 and Ella albums, alongside lots
of new material including some
fresh SSBB arrangements!

THE KICK, THE SNARE, THE HAT...

PET DEATHS

LES FRERES FRANGIPANE

SATURDAY - LIVE

SATURDAY - LEARN & DO

A relaxed sat afternoon life drawing and gorgeous live improvised music session from Lindsay Hannon and Martin Douglas.
Expect coloured light, candles, informality, a tabla & drum kit
lead series of ambient soundscapes utilising voice, electric
bass & sung poetry.

COBALT SPRING SEASON

COBALT SPRING SEASON

April 30th
NEIGHBOURHOOD GET DOWN
10PM - LATE
£5 / £7 OTD
Straight off the back of 6 absolutely mega, rad and properly
righteous doo’s NGD return for
another night of sweating it out
with selections spanning from
Italo, Dub, Soul, Electro, Afroboogie to House, New Wave,
Disco, generally oddities and all
the other dance floor daftness!
NGD is a musical coming together from the folk behind
Reasons to be Cheerful and
One20 specifically for the dancers!

May 1st (SUNDAY)
FREE PARTY
PAV (UNEVEN PATHS) ALL
NIGHT LONG
10.30PM - LATE
FREE
A Bank Holiday special hails the
return of the infamous FREE
PARTY. Pav (Uneven Paths) is
on the decks all night playing
left of centre goldies, psychedelic beats & deviant treats.
Get down early, first come first
served.

May 28th
"UP THE DANCERS"
DIZ/ ALL NIGHT LONG

JUNE
June 2nd (THURS)
POP TART

10PM - LATE
£7

CLUB NIGHTS EVERY SATURDAY 10PM - LATE

May 7th
‘MAKE SHAPES NOT WAR ‘
WITH SOFAY + BUNNEY
A CROWD FUNDER FOR AND IN
SOLITUDE WITH UKRAINE.

10PM - LATE
£TBC

"UP THE DANCERS" An evening
dedicated to the foundations
of warehouse music originated.
Diz plays all night long covering the original house sound of
Chicago, New York and Detroit.
Expect Swinging 909 drums,
sanctified uplifting vocal melodies, deep funky bass lines and
a groove to keep you locked
to the dance floor. For fans of
Moodymann, Frankie Knuckles,
Larry Levan, Kerri Chandler,
Mood II Swing. The original
house heads, this is it!

Calling all the real royalty, Kings,
Queens, Princes, Princesses &
corgis - welcome one and all
the first edition of our ‘Pop Tart
Party’. Dreamt up by the one
and only ‘Annie’. Expect disco,
cheesy pop bangers & cocktails.

June 4th
SHY BAIRNS

Serving up sounds ranging from
euphoric techno to tribal house
along with much more earthly
wonders Shy Bairns are back
for their summer party. Tickets
will be available through RA. Shy
Bairns Get Nowt :)

Cyclist, producer, DJ, founder of
Downlo (an infamous Sheffield
warehouse party), Canoe record
label owner & ADONIS resident
Nyra is guided by an innate
sense of rhythm, musicality and
flow.
Supported with homegrown Shy
Bairns founder & DJ; Weston high energy rapture, techno and
earthy wonders.

With support from the effervescent local Bunney its going
to be a great night – lets sell it
out, dance and raise money for
good

ECHO JULIET

LUKE UNA

10PM - LATE
£TBC

10PM - LATE
£10
Long term party planner, musical collaborator and founder of
the infamous queer sex rave
‘Crossbreed’, Dj & producer
Kiwi hits our decks to play all
night long. Known for their long
winding no pigeon holes, no
rules, genre hopping sets Kiwi
will treat us to Balearic, disco,
house, Detroit techno and a sh*t
load of other stuff in between.

May 21st
WOMEN ARE MINT: CLUB
10PM - LATE
£15
A full night of MINT WOMEN
playing MINT TUNES.
Kicking off the night is Cumbrian DJ Naomi Carole, who's
rhythmically diverse fuse ancestral elements with electronic
bass music. Next up is Newcastle's own Coalescence Sound
System, running positive, uplifting dub with heavyweight baselines to get you stepping! After
this is the unreal Eva Lazarus
who's musical flavours span
across genres from Reggae to
Hip Hop to Jungle. Last on are
the amazing Mina and Bryte!
Returning to Cobalt they connect the dots between gqom,
funky, afrohouse and amapiano
resulting in upbeat, infectious
club ready bangers.

Hailing from the township of
Bophelong in South Africa
Selina Nongaliphe Oliphant aka
SNO grew up in the apartheid
era & sees music as a beacon of strength & hope to the
marginalised. Now based in
Manchester, she is woven very
tightly into the city’s dynamic
music scene. Her exceptional
knowledge of African Music is
what endears her to the music
world and she plays a full spectrum of genres from Jazz, Hip
Hop, Footwork, Latin, boogie
and electronica. SNO’s meteoric rise has seen her play We
Out Here, Dimensions Festival,
Beathearder, Meadows in the
Mountains & Houghton Festival
+ more. She has shared diverse
stages with luminaries such as
Mr SCRUFF, Awesome Tapes
from Africa, Gilles Peterson,
Midland and Azymuth, creating
fans of her peers every time
she plays.
Musician, producer & DJ Echo
Juliet has played sets form
Greenman to Spirit land and
Love Supreme, expect tasty
jazzy, global beauties from all
corners of the globe guaranteed to make you dance.

June 25th
LOVE SUMMER '22
10PM - LATE
£7 ADV

KIWI

There will be limited edition
‘Make Shapes Not War’ T-Shirts
& riso posters for sale & an
oddball raffle.

SHY BAIRNS

With residency invitations from
Optimo and Palms Trax, bookings at Off Sonar, Houghton
& beyond catch her N’caste
debut AND SUPPORT A VERY
IMPORTANT CAUSE AT THE
SAME TIME. All door profits
and a portion of bar profits will
be donated to the Disasters
Emergency Committee Ukraine
Humanitarian Appeal.

May 14th
NYRA + WESTON

SOFAY

SATURDAY - CLUB

MINA

June 11th
KIWI - ALL NIGHT LONG

SNO

June 18th
'L.A.D.S' PRESENTS: SNO &
ECHO JULIET
10PM - LATE
£7 ADV / £9 OTD

10PM - LATE
£10

10PM - LATE
£5,7,10
La Cheetah resident and an
essential member of new wave
Glasgow artists Sofay is an exceptional & versatile selector as
comfortable creating hypnotic
vibes using dubby minimalism
and sublime oddities as she is
fusing curious electro, techno
and house in a deeply considered way.
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A night of old/new skool
warehouse sounds of underground Acid, Rave & Techno
with TokyoACIDCRU Live (90s
Warehouse Set) AND Warm up
Dj Set, Paul Smyth aka Suibom Serum (Insert recordings,
Adapted Vinyl), Mick Hedley
aka Elastic Trickery (Insert recordings, Testin Out Records).

TOKYOACIDCRU

Club

MAY

APRIL

COBALT SPRING SEASON

SHY BAINRS
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JULY
July 2nd
'L.A.D.S' PRESENTS: TBC
10PM - LATE
There is always one event we
cant close on in time for the paper – this is it!! We know we will
be booking an exceptional lady
working in electronic music, we
have a few exciting conversations in progress but as yet its
not quite nailed! Keep your eyes
peeled.

July 9th
COBALT SUMMER CLOSING
PARTY WITH LUKE UNA + DIZ
10PM - LATE
£9 ADV
Nightlife pioneer, cultural &
cult oracle , Homeoelctirc and
homobloc founder and custodian Luke Una is a force to be
reckoned with in the perpetuation of UK club culture and the
owner of a infamous Instagram
account which makes many
people smile!
Expect wild eclecticism from
Balearic, to Brazilian to E soul,
House, Disco and Techno.
Supported by local viynl spinner
extradinaire Diz.

COBALT SPRING SEASON

SUNDAY
SPECIALS
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MAY
May 1st Bank Hol
FREE PARTY
PAV (UNEVEN PATHS) ALL
NIGHT LONG

COBALT SPRING SEASON

May 29th & 30th
ME LOST ME - 'BLUE RINSE' COMMUNITY RESIDENCY
12-4PM / FREE but places must be
booked with the organisers

RESIDENCIES

10.30 - Late / FREE

JUNE

Our infamous FREE PARTY
returns just in time for the May
Hank Boliday weekend. Completely free but first come first
served so get down early.

4-10PM / £7 OTD
In memory of Joe Woodhouse
1971-2022 Art stalls, yummy
food and jazzy live music from
Lots of Hands, Knats, Mage,
Tears, The Heffleys, Greenhouse,
Elliot Dryden, Steff Mundi

7.30-10PM / £10
Purveyors of entrancing drone,
tactile texture, slow-mo polyrhythm, and skewiff riff, this is
not one to be missed.

May 22nd
WOMEN ARE MINT

Paddy and Jordan have been developing their
practice together through improvised painting
and sound making, using their bodies, mark
making, diagrams and essence to bring their
ideas of spirituality to life. What does It mean
to express your vision of an unseen universe
with another?

June 12th
JOE'S GIG

May 8th
DOG UNIT

Market stalls from Foundation
press, Zie, Wonky Film and Lauren Delaney.

JOE WOODHOUSE

PERFORMANCE 01 : FORCES
BY JORDAN EDGE & PADDY
RICHARDSON // MAY 6TH MAY 13TH // BACKYARD
Jordan Edge & Paddy Richardson create a
durational performance developing abstract
spiritual architecture, symbolism and language through paint, communication and sonic
composition. The artists will spend 7 days in a
shipping container together dressed in ritual
costume, the space will begin completely white
and transform over time. Continuous vocal
chants and electronics will enchant the space
whilst architectures are painted onto the walls
of the container. All of the processes will be
improvised in-situ.

See pg. 6 or 19 for details...

Left of Centre dance music,
psychedelic beats and deviant
treats.
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WILL CRESWICK PRESENTS ‘ZEMBLANITY’ // OPENING MAY 19TH,
7PM // THE TOILET GALLERY
We launch our ‘’Toilet Gallery’’ with a series of photos
taken by Will exploring the notion of “Zemblanity”, a
term coined by William Boyd, described as “the opposite
of serendipity; the faculty of making unhappy, unlucky
and expected discoveries by design”.
The exhibition will be accompanied with a limited-edition
zine for sale, opening May 19th at 7pm, there is also a
gig on that night.

DEEP CABARET 3 DAY RESIDENCY // MAY 26TH –
MAY 28TH // VENUE & THE OUSEBURN VALLEY

Tailored specifically for families, the Sunday of Women Are Mint starts at Cobalt at
1pm with a family friendly music workshop
lead by Lizzie Lowe. This is then followed
by a family friendly yoga session ran by
Shanti Bee. Both workshops require a £5
deposit (for these workshops, one deposit
= 1 adult + 1 child).
With the music starting at 4pm, we open
up our last day of Women Are Mint with
Newcastle's own SHE choir, an inclusive,
collaborative community choir for all
women and non-binary people, singing an
eclectic mix of songs old and new! Next
up is singer and musical self expressionist
Elle Chante, followed by the North East's
own Nadedja, who's dreamy sound emerges from beautiful alt-pop soundscapes,
mellow keys, intoxicating electronics and
breathtaking vocals. Closing our festival is
the beautiful Northering, another Newcastle act who's music deftly weaves together
drones, samples and finger-style guitar
with close-knit vocal interplay, creating a
newly imagined song-based collaboration.
This part of the event is pay-what-youfeel, meaning you pay on the day what you
felt it was worth. If you can't afford much,
don't worry! It will be lovely to have you
down anyway. As it isn't ticketed, there be
a first-come-first-served policy. Doors are
at 4pm, so see you then!

We’ve worked with Deep Cabaret in a few different ways now and have found
many threads in common as well as a great admiration for their works. May
26th – 28th sees 6 events over three days involving Deep Cabaret in a variety
of ways, its turned into a kind of mini residency. FRESH on 26th presents a
collaborative improvisation between Steve Lewis from DC with local legend
John Pope. 7pm on Friday night brings us a film screening of ‘The Ballad of
a Changing World’ an audio/visual project with Maja Bugge & collaborators
followed by a Q & A. 8pm sees Deep Cabaret perform here for the 3rd time
& finally on Saturday they bring us their BeWILDer musical/story telling walks
through the Ouseburn Valley. There are 3 of these very special events with
just 10 tickets per walk. Running through all events we see a fierce thread of
climate change awareness & a deep love of and care for all things natural.

DOG UNIT

ME LOST ME - 'BLUE RINSE' COMMUNITY RESIDENCY // MAY
29TH & 30TH // VENUE
Blue Rinse is a long-running, grassroots music performance event, which celebrates
a wide variety of different styles, genres, and mashups, from the experimental to the
mainstream (often at the same time). In its new guise, Blue Rinse attempts to integrate
community music projects that work with diverse community groups into the grassroots
music scene in Newcastle upon Tyne. For this event, we welcome Me Lost Me for a community residency in which she will work with invited participants on a performance piece
that will then be performed the following evening, as part of a curated event that also
features some of Newcastle's most exciting performers.
This unique opportunity will be available to all, regardless of music experience. It cannot
be stressed enough that you don't need to have any musical experience to take part in
these workshops + performance. Numbers will be limited to 8, and places can be booked
by emailing charliebramley@gmail.com. The office we have interns, membership schemes
in progress and ideas for future development of more community led cultural events.

RESIDENCIES

SUNDAY - SPECIALS

4-7PM / PAYF
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COBALT SPRING SEASON

COBALT SPRING SEASON

FRIENDS &
NEIGHBOURS
Every season we run our increasingly popular L.A.D’s nights to
create a safe, supportive environment for women and those identifying as women who want to have a go at DJ-ing and learn from
peers. We couldn’t do this without the kind & loyal support and
the loan of kit from Amplify.

AMPLIFY

FRIENDS & NEIGHBOURS

Mark, Dave, Tim & Co are getting on nicely with the top
floor now which will be a beautiful bright and breezy

co-working space with some additional community uses
that are evolving as we build it. The backyard is more

static for the moment while we finish upstairs first but
is sorted and plans are developing fast. The container

studio spaces will be for designer makers with products
to sell directly to the public. In time there will also be a

‘peoples Art Room’ community space, somewhere selling food and drink and lots of trees, plans and herbs.

Send us an email if you are interested in coworking or container studios.

SCAN BELOW TO RECIEVE UPDATES BY EMAIL

Web: https://www.amplifyhire.co.uk/
Facebook: @amplifyhire

WHAT DOES AMPLIFY DO?
-

Amplify is a specialist audio, DJ equipment & lighting
rental company based in Newcastle. We started as
a company when we noticed that other companies
were outdated & complicated for renting equipment.
We pride ourselves off affordability & great customer service.

WHAT KIND OF JOBS DO YOU WORK ON?
-

We do a wide range of jobs from small private parties to full festivals.

CAN ANYBODY AND EVERYBODY HIRE FROM
YOU?
-

Yes, we have made our booking system really simple
by applying through our website & then we send a
direct quote so you know exactly the costs of our
service.

WHAT MADE YOU WANT TO SUPPORT L.A.D’S?
-

We know how important it is what you're doing & we
knew that we could help!

BACKYARD

TOP FLOOR

WHAT'S NEW?

GUIDE TO OFFERS / NEWS & UPCOMING EVENTS IN THE AREA.

TOP FLOOR CO-WORKING
SPACE / THE BACKYARD
CONTAINER STUDIOS AND
MORE / TOILET GALLERY

the containers are all in now, planning and our licence

As the people who come have increased, they have lent us more
and more CDJ’s including the latest Pioneer 3000’s, we are really
grateful for this support and also for the short notice hires we
have done in the past - they are a lovely company and we highly
recommend if you are putting events on that you check them out.

INTERVIEWS, INSIGHTS AND
CONVERSATIONS WITH OUR
FRIENDS & NEIGHBOURS.
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SUMMER SEASON SCHEDULE
Apr

May

25

1

FREE PARTY - PAV
(UNEVEN PATHS)

1

LIFE DRAWING

1

Jun

Jul
DIZRAELI &
SQUARMS
LIFE DRAWING &
MUSIC

26

OPEN HOUSE //
PLAY

2

OPEN HOUSE //
PLAY

2

BABY BUSHKA /
POP TART

2

27

LIFE DRAWING

4

LIFE DRAWING

3

BABY BUSHKA +
A LOAD OF LOCAL
HEROES

2

LES FRERES FRANGIPANE - BEYOND
BAKEWELL!

28

FRESH: FEHDAH +
GEORGIA MAY

5

FRESH: JASON SHARP
+ FAYE MCCALMAN

4

CAFE CHARCOAL //
LIFE DRAWING

2

CLUB TBC

29

VIPERTIME +
KNATS

6

PENYA & KUSHT +
DJ SANTA LETICIA

4

SHY BAIRNS

4

OPEN HOUSE / INKYLAB
POETRY & FLASH FICTION
OPEN MIC

30

LIFE DRAWING & IMPROVISED LIVE MUSIC

7

LIFE DRAWING & IMPROVISED LIVE MUSIC

7

OPEN HOUSE //
PLAY

5

OPEN HOUSE //
PLAY

30

FALLING SPARKS WITH
SHUNYATA IMPROVISATION
GROUP + JOHANN WLIGHT

7

LIKE WATER FROM
YOUR EYES

8

BORN LIPPY
WORKSHOP + EVENT

6

LIFE DRAWING

30

NEIGHBOURHOOD GET
DOWN

7

MAKE SHAPES NOT WAR

9

FRESH: THAT LONG
MOONLESS CHASE + WILD
CINEMA

7

FRESH: LARA JONES
+ ECHO JULIET

8

DOG UNIT

10

8

SIZZLING
SUMMER PARTY

9

OPEN HOUSE / INKYLAB
POETRY & FLASH FICTION
OPEN MIC

11

THE LANGAN
BAND
LIFE DRAWING

10

OPEN HOUSE //
PLAY

11

KIWI ALL NIGHT LONG

11

BORN LIPPY
WORKSHOP + EVENT

12

JOE’S GIG

12

FRESH: THE BRACKISH
+ LUCY ADLINGTON

14

OPEN HOUSE //
PLAY

13

‘ESCAPE’ // THE
LATE SHOWS

15

LIFE DRAWING

14

SOUND PAINTING
WORKSHOP WITH CHRIS
BARTHOLOMEW

16

FRESH: YAMA WARASHI +
JEMIMA THEWES & TIM
LANE

14

NYRA + WESTON

17

MANU LOUIS &
BRAD FIELD

17

OPEN HOUSE //
PLAY

18

LIFE DRAWING

18

LIFE DRAWING

18

STRICTLY SMOKIN’ BIG
BAND WITH ALICE
GRACE

19

FRESH: STATE OF
SATTA + DON KIPPER

18

L.A.D.S PRESENTS:
SNO + ECHO JULIET

20

W.A.M: CEITIDH MAC, AK
PATTERSON, GOOD
HABITS, LADY NADE

18

21

WOMEN ARE MINT

21

OPEN HOUSE //
PLAY

22

W.A.M: FAMILY
FRIENDLY WORKSHOPS

22

LADIES & DECKS
(OPEN DECKS)

24

OPEN HOUSE //
PLAY

23

FRESH: WOJCIECH RUSIN
+ EMERGENCE COLLECTIVE + TIM SHAW

25

LADIES & DECKS
(OPEN DECKS)

24

GENERATOR LIVE

26

FRESH: DEEP POPE +
GARNER & POPE

25

POP-UP CHOIR WITH
LINDSEY HANNON

27

DEEP CABARET &
NORTHERING

25

FILM SCREENING - THE KICK,
THE SNARE, THE HAT & A
CLAP

28

POP-UP CHOIR
BEWILDER

25

LOVE SUMMER
‘22

28

UP THE DANCERS

28

OPEN HOUSE //
PLAY

28

PET DEATHS

29

LIFE DRAWING

29
30

OPEN HOUSE / ME LOST ME
BLUE RINSE COMMUNITY
WORKSHOP

30

FRESH: MT MISERY +
MEMPHIS GERALD

31

OPEN HOUSE //
PLAY

TICKETS:

COBALTSTUDIOS.CO.UK

SUMMER SEASON

APR - JUL 2022

9

LIFE DRAWING & IMPROVISED LIVE MUSIC WITH
MARK INSLEY

9

LUKE UNA

LIFE DRAWING

VISUAL ARTS / LIVE MUSIC / CLUB
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LIVE MUSIC
COMMUNITY EVENTS
CREATIVE - 			
						LEARNING
CLUB NIGHTS
POP UPS
SOCIAL:
-

INSTAGRAM - @COBALTSTUDIOS.OUSEBURN
FACEBOOK - COBALTSTUDIOSCIC
TWITTER - COBALTSTUDIOS_

10 - 16 BOYD ST / NE2 1AP

TICKETS:
-

COBALT WEBSITE / BILLETTO TICKETS
COBALTSTUDIOS.CO.UK
BILLETTO.CO.UK/USERS/COBALT-STUDIOS-CIC

TICKETS:

-

DESIGN - JAKE HOLLINGS
PRINT - NEWSPAPERCLUB.COM

SUMMER SEASON / APR- JUL 2022

